THE RIT READY PLEDGE

As RIT Tigers, we recognize that our actions impact others, and we ALL play a role in keeping our RIT community healthy and safe against the spread of COVID-19.

I PLEDGE TO:

[PROTECT] Protect myself and others by:

- **WEARING** a mask that covers my nose and mouth when in public
- **WASHING** my hands frequently, for 20 seconds each time, and using hand sanitizer
- **WATCHING** my physical distance, staying six feet apart

[PREVENT] Prevent the spread of COVID-19 by:

- Practicing daily self-care
- Keeping shared spaces clean
- Using the RIT Daily Health Screen every day
- Scanning the contact tracing QR codes when I’m moving about campus
- Contacting a health care provider if I have any COVID-19 symptoms
- Staying home when I feel sick

[PREPARE] Prepare and plan ahead by:

- Adhering to RIT guidelines
- Following directional signage throughout campus
- Keeping important supplies with me at all times – mask and hand sanitizer
- Finding ways to be together socially, while physically distant

TOGETHER, we can stay RIT READY and minimize the spread of the coronavirus.